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About This Game

Le Grande Story:
The border of the universe is some serious stuff, they protect it much more seriously than the tavern in Krivodanovka. It's no

secret that the border of the universe is protected more seriously than anything inside it! After all, the parallel worlds begin, the
mischief goes all the way. So, you will protect this border, or so you thought. Aha, not a chance! You will play the LEGS from

another dimension, no less. They are so huge they could have galactic lords for lunch if they'd want to! They've decided to cross
the line of the universe and nobody stops 'em. What for? Who the heck knows, maybe it's just out of curiousity what's all this

guard about. Well, in general, we'll see in the game who will win!

Contents:
- 6 bosses

- 16 procedurally combined appendage types
- 4 different enemy classes with 6 stackable abilities

- 15 in-game achievements
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Honestly? It is an interresting idea of a game.
Fighting for your daily lifes, killing zombies with a slot machine and a bit of a good eye when to press the button to slow it
down.

BUT

It looks like an early access game, not only because its not finished, but there are still a few bugs in the system.
You can start the came now if you read the discussion part, where its explained easily,(after always crashing when trying to
start) but that something like that is even necessary is a big no go. And there are some guys I should be able to talk to, but
nothing happens when I press the button.
Some dialogues are a bit short, and there could be more moralty choices.
The game gets easily boring after 25 days of killing zombies with a slot machine, breaking locks with a short minigame and
looking for resources. The storyline of the mainstory is incredibly short, and some of the sidestories are interesting, but there are
to big gaps between them, so you will stop the game out of boredom before even getting to them.
Music is (more or less?) one soundtrack, and the drawing of the characters is nothing special.. Love this game, it's a whole lot of
fun. Pro mode was really hard, but I made it to top of the leaderboards after a few rounds. The golf mode is fun too. My kids
seem to really have a blast hitting beach balls as well. Definitely recommend it!. One of the best clicker games I've ever played.
A lot of detail for a short, interactive fun game. If you're into getting a sore arm from spam clicking then I'd definitely
recommend.. Wow oh wow this game is balls to the wall horrible.. A beautiful but frusturatingly difficult iOS port. What looks
to be a calm and relaxing game instead causes groans and hatred. Pick it up if you are interested in the artwork but I cannot
recommend this game to anybody but sadists.. Don't be a troll and just try it. It has the right foundation for a decent game.

Waiting for more content\/updates.. Trip to Vinelands is a very fast-paced and simple indie arcade game - or 'minigame' as the
creator dubs it.

Unfortunately, the gameplay is extremely repetitive and not very fun, and the replay value was not there for me after even a few
minutes. There just simply isn't much to get excited about here.

I paid $0.49 for this game on sale, but I can't recommend it even at that price.. Like Luftrausers, but without the progression,
depth , or music. It looks cool, and feels good to fly around but it's a shadow of it's peers. Fun enough, especially if you get it on
sale, for a few munites here and there, but ultimately just feels average if you've already played Luftrausers.. An option to stop
the music will be great! There is one and only one simple melody but after 7 levels non stop I just wanted to shot myself
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The boss battles will make you want to kill yourself, but in a good way. NOTE: If you don't want to read my whole review just
scroll down to my conclusion, please.

I bought the game during a sale a long time back and am currently three hours into the game, so I want to share my first
impressions with all of you so far. First of all, I really enjoy the setting of the game being WW2 with rather authentic uniforms,
guns, vehicles and so on. Yes, there are functional vehicles in the game! Nicely done.

It is not entirely clear to me on why this game drops me into a forest when starting my first mission without any explanation on
what to do - no tutorial option whatsoever. Don't get me wrong. It isn't unforgivable if a game decides to do that to raise the
failure state and force you to figure out stuff on your own. But I had the feeling that I should have played the first part to really
understand the mechanics of the game. So after an hour of screwing around and getting to know the mechanics I was actually
able to complete the first mission within 15 minutes - stealthily.

For the second mission I chose to try the guns blazing approach, which worked perfectly fine. It took me around 30 minutes to
murder everybody on the level and then go about my business to finish the assignment. So yes, I guess the game does not limit
you in your preferred approach, which is great!

With regards to uniforms represented in the game, it is nice to see significant differences and roles represented by a disguise. It
is much like in Hitman, where the cook belongs to the kitchen and the mechanic belongs to, say, a steam room. This system is
done fairly well and people will get suspicious of a mechanic wandering about the officer's quarters. Als interesting: ranks play
into account. If you happen to knock out or headshot an officer to take his uniform you will not be questioned by personell of a
lower rank. Pretty neat. Enemies won't get suspicious if you wear the same uniform - unlike in Hitman: Absolution. I found this
rather refreshing, since in a huge army (in this case all the WW2 German armies) you are more a shadow than someone of
significance. However, you do draw attention for sabotage, dressing, knocking people out - really the usual stuff which only
makes sense.

Now comes the hickup if not the ugly. I've had my machine updated in 2015 and this game is from 2008. Nevertheless, fps tank
every now and then, which is not ideal, since the game as not the best of looks (I won't complain about graphical fidelity, since I
think it is still fine).

Also the AI - atrocious. As I mentioned, I went in guns blazing in the second level. And all those bots (seemingly 100+ guards)
just ran into my open fire. Why? I understand that it is supposed to be a stealth game, but it also gives you the freedom to go
about your business as you want. So why not make the AI a bit better? Just a bit, so that enemies don't just rush into a hallway
plastered with dead bodies but think twice before doing so. Also shooting is not really satisfying, because weapon sounds and
aiming (which is just zooming in) sound and feel dull. It is not enjoyable - but there is ragdoll physics which is coded pretty
good.

Additionally, mechanics feel a bit clunky. If you want to open a door, knock someone out, garrotte someone, actually perform
any action whatsoever, you have to scroll through a damn pop-up menue with your mouse. This is not acceptable. Comparing
Hitman: Blood Money (2004) to DtS:MoT (2008) there was enough time to think about a system more suitable. Adding to this
awful mechanical ordeal are forevertaking actions like pouring acid onto metal, opening doors or sneaking. It is not unbearable,
but annoying nonetheless.

One time my map wasn't working out properly as well, meaning it did not distinguish between floors/levels anymore. Not good.
I also experienced, that the game overwrites your quicksave slot when autosaving - this primarily happens when a fight breaks
out. So better save permanently!

For those who read all the above:
So, what is my conclusion on this? Can I recommend it? I really don't know.
If you get crazy about WW2, Hitman-esque gameplay, rather simple objectives, a low fail state and rather satisfying difficulty
(meaning casual) then this game is right for you.
If you need to have a challenging experience in an unforgiving environment with relentless AI you might want to look the other
way and get something else. I am still gonna click "recommend", since I am probably gonna finish this game.

CONCLUSION FOR THE LAZIES:
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This game is confronting you with easily solvable tasks while "matching" you up against dull AI in interesting environments of
WW2 Nazideutschland. A rather casual Hitman-esque experience with two possible approaches to reach your goal: stealth or
guns blazing - you decide. Dive into this world of interesting yet horribly executed mechanics and unexpected bugs like
disappearing maps, autosave overwrite or slow aiming (zooming) to shoot your opponents.
Since, despite all the flaws, I am going to finish this game, I am gonna recommend it to you. Have fun.. In my first 30 minutes I
died about 7 or so times mainly from fall damage. You know what is great in platforming games? Fall damage. Especially at
short heights. Remember when playing Super Mario and you would die every time you fell three inches? No? Oh yeah, that's
because FALL DAMAGE IN A 2D PLATFORMING GAME ESPECIALLY A METROIDVANIA IS THE STUPIDEST
THING YOU CAN ADD. And I'm completely serious when I say that I died many times from falling from very small heights.
It would be one thing if I fell from the top of a level to the bottom, but one or two platforms down? Ridiculous. The gameplay is
already hard enough with fast moving enemies, delayed attack, and poor dodging mechanics. In order to get close enough to hit
an enemy, you have to get hit because you need to be further away to dodge by jumping. The hit detection is too precise too,
with the enemies either having ranged weapons (and yours is an arching throwing axe that's hard to aim because it's arch is so
wide) or when you're near them they speed up. Getting a hit in is like trying to stick your finger in a moving fan and remove it
before the blade makes contact with you. Fortunately, I had gotten this game in a bundle, so I don't feel like I lost any money.
But I doubt I will play much more of this game and you should steer clear of this one. Play Super House of Dead Ninjas instead,
or Shantae and the Pirate's Curse if you want a metroidvania that isn't procedurally generated.. This game is very mediocre I
wanted to like this game because it has charm and potential, but its just not fleshed out enough for me. The racing is frustraiting
because this game can't deside if its a serois race simulator or a wacky no holds racer. The control of the car is okay to jerky and
responsive, but not frustraiting when trying to corner. However when you take a jump and sudenly go from first to last then
can't recover because all the other cars are so evenly matched its not the greatest feeling while playing solo, if that happend in
coop i could understand, but take a hint guys in solo I'm the star of the show make me feel like it. Now onto the upgrades; great
idea adds depth to the game, terrible exicution all the upgrades save buying new cars are about the same as the last which still
holds true for most of the cars aswell, come on guys add some flavor here.

Now all of that said I did enjoy this game for a while the ability to use my 360 controller is huge, but the problems I mentioned
make this game get stale way to fast.

I would skip it unless it's a really good deal or in a bundle of somesort there are much better games outthere of this genre.. Don't
Waste Your Money On This Game.. Asu lo wibu ;'v
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